More Changes!

What do you do when you need more display space?
We rearranged the store! With Katie and Grant pushing, pulling, measuring again and again,
listening to Chantal and Louise barking orders, the store is now a bit more organized. And with
lots of new fabric!

And More Fabric!

What, exactly, did we get?
We now have linen! Yup, that's right - 100% Linen in different weights. The Limerick Linen is a
beautiful, lightweight fabric great for shirts, blouses, and lightweight dresses. The Waterford
Linen is a heavier weight good for pants, and dresses and skirts and lightweight jackets. And we
also have Indigo Chambray Linen which is a heavier weight as well. The choice is now yours!
Cotton Jersey Knits! We have two prints with more to come as well as some solids. And more on
order!
Come in to "pet" the Butter Suede. It's soft. It's luxurious. You can't just feel it - you need to pet it.
We should all have bed linens made from it. That's how nice it is.
We have not yet mentioned the Ipanema Stretch. This 100% polyester fabric is both beautiful
and stretchy!

Then there's the Canyon Colored Denim. It's a stretch denim in lots of colors.
And last, but not least, is the Manchester collection. Making up the collection are magnificent
100% cotton fabric and spectacular metallics. They're so shiny!
Coming soon are 50 more colors of Bella Solids and 14 Aboriginal Prints. Needless to say, we're
having so much fun we just hope you are loving the fabrics as much as we do!
Watch the two videos below to get a quick look at the new fabric.

Have We Talked About Patterns
Lately?

We've received lots of patterns and, of course, ordered more!
Louise went crazy (but only because we asked her to) ordering patterns. We've got dresses and
jackets and shirts and jumpsuits and pants from indie pattern designers! There's patterns for
babies; patterns for kids' and patterns for adults. Patterns for crafts. Patterns for quilts. Let's face
it: we've got patterns.
There's something for everyone. Come take a look.

Did You Know?
We're Hiring!
We know you've seen this before.
But there's someone out there that we sure could use.
Maybe you can be the one to find us a superhero!
We need someone with stamina. Someone who is able to leap tall buildings in a single bound.
We need a superperson! No, seriously, there's a lot of running around, lifting and multi-tasking.
It's a challenge but the rewards abound.
People oriented? Helpful? Curious about sewing machines and all their capabilities? Do you love
to share the joy of sewing with others? Want to feel the satisfaction of helping someone
overcome their sewing challenge?

Ideally, our candidate is bi-lingual (Spanish/English), eager, motivated, outgoing, computer
literate and able to work a full week. Wings, cape and unitard optional but desired.
Come in for a Sales Associate application! Resumes welcome.

We Have Sewing Machines Here,
There, and Everywhere!
(And fabric too!)
We probably have the largest selection of sewing machines than any time in our history. They
sew, they embroider and they make us happy. They can make great gifts for others as well as
ourselves. They can be used for production or personal use. And they can create garments,
quilts and crafts bound only by what we can dream up!
We have machines at every price point with something for everyone. We also keep our prices
competitive. Plus, you'll get unlimited instruction and a year's free service to help fix any "oops"
moments. And we take trade-ins! Maybe it's time to upgrade, share the gift of sewing with
someone just getting started, or maybe do some early Holiday shopping (just sayin').

Service Day
Thursday, October 1, 2020
Due to the popularity of Ted, our terrific technician,
the earlier you bring your machine in advance of
each Service Day, the better.
Machines are taken first come first serve.
All home sewing, embroidery, overlock and
coverstitch machines welcome!
Drop off:
M-F 10-5:30, Saturday 10-3
Service Center: 336-B East Cota St.
(805) 962-0929

Stop in to shop
Grant House Sewing Machines and more.
336-B East Cota Street
Santa Barbara, 93101 CA
Authorized Dealer and Service Center for Brother, Janome, Pfaff, & Viking
Authorized Sub-Dealer and Service Center for Bernina
Monday to Friday 10am - 5:30pm
Saturday 10am - 3pm
805 962-0929

